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ФИЗИКА-МАТЕМАТИКА ФАНЛАРИ
01.00.00

ФИЗИКО-МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКИЕ НАУКИ
PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

ON EVASION PROBLEM FOR THE CASE WHICH IMPOSED
GEOMETRICALGRONWALL CONSTRAINT
Samatov Bahrom Tadjiakhmatovich  Namangan state university, professor at the chair of
Mathematics, DSc of physics-mathematics.
Juraev Bakhodirjon Inomjon ugli – Andijan state university, Scientific Researcher.
Akbarov Adakhambek Khasanbaevich – Andijan state university, Doctorate.
Abstract. The main aim of this work is to present some natural applications of Gronwall
type inequalities in the Differential Games. We study the evasion problem for differential game of
the first order when geometrical constraint imposed on control function of pursuer and Gronwall
type constraint imposed on control function of evader. The Gronwall type constraint generalizes
geometrical constraint. To solve the evasion problem, we suggest a particular strategy for evader
and study its structure depending on the parameters. Here the new suﬃcient solvability conditions
for solution of evasion problem will be proposed.
Key words. Differential game, Gronwall’s inequality, pursuer, evader, geometrical
constraint, evasion, strategy.
GEOMETRIK-GRONUOLL CHEGARALANISHLI HOL UCHUN QOCHISH
MASALASI HAQIDA
Samatov Bahrom Tadjiahmatovich – Namangan davlat universiteti, Matematika kafedrasi
professori, fizika-matematika fanlari doktori.
Jo‘rayev Bahodirjon Inomjon o‘g‘li – Andijon davlat universiteti stajyor tadqiqotchisi.
Akbarov Adahambek Xasanbayevich – Andijan davlat universiteti, doktoranti.
Annotatsiya. Ushbu maqolada differensial o‘yinlar nazariyasida Gronuoll
tipidagi tengsizliklarni qo‘llanishi ko‘rilgan. Bunda quvlovchining boshqaruv funksiyasiga
geometrik chegaralanish va qochuvchining boshqaruv funksiyasiga Gronuoll tipidagi chegaralanish
qo‘yilgan holda birinchi tartibli differensial o’yin uchun qochish masalasi o‘rganiladi. Gronuoll
tipidagi chegaralanish geometrik chegaralanishni umumlashtiradi. Bu yerda qochish masalasini
yechish uchun qochuvchiga alohida strategiya taklif etiladi va uni strukturasi parametrlarga bog‘liq
holda o‘rganiladi. Bunda qochish masalasini yechish uchun yangi yetarlilik shartlari taklif etiladi.
Kalit so‘zlar. Differensial o‘yin, Gronuoll tengsizligi, quvlovchi, qochuvchi, geometrik
chegaralanish, qochish, strategiya.
О ЗАДАЧЕ УБЕГАНИЯ ПРИ ОГРАНИЧЕНИЯХ
ГЕОМЕТРИЧЕСКО- ГРАНУОЛЛОВСКОГО ТИПА
Саматов Бахром Тажиахматович – Наманганский государственный университет,
доктор физико-математических наук, профессор кафедры математики,
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Жураев Баходиржон Иномжон угли – Андижанский государственный университет,
научный исследователь
Акбаров Адахамжон Хасанбаевич – Андижанский государственный
университет, доктарант
Аннотация. В данной работе рассматривается неравенства Грануолла в теории
дифференциальных игр. Здесь рассматриваются задача убегания для дифференциальных игр
первого порядка, которая для игроков задаются преследователя геометрическая
ограничения и убегавшего ограничения Грануолла. Ограничения Грануолла являются
обобщением геометрического ограничения. Для решения задачи убегания применяется
стратегия параллельного сближения игроков (  -стратегия) и изучается ее структура в
зависимости от заданных параметров. Здесь получены новые достаточные условия
разрешимости задачи убегания.
Ключевые слова. Дифференциальные игры, неравенство Гронуолла, преследователь,
убегающий, геометрическое ограничение, убегания, стратегия.
I. Introduction
Differential Games in which control were chosen only from the class of
the bounded functions expressed some constructive opportunities controlling device. The
desire for greater adequacy of mathematical models to practical problems led to the
necessity of studying differential games with integral constraints on the player controls.
Such restrictions express, for example, limitations of energy control, a decrease of other
substances, which are spent during the process. Especially in the study of mathematical
models of technical processes constraints of this nature it is important in scientific and
applied aspect.
Modern Differential Games set as the theory of development of mathematical
methods of control processes, combines the dynamism, control, fighting, awareness, and
optimal number of other important qualities, and represent one of the most complicated
mathematical models of real processes having great practical importance. The Theory's
foundation was settled mathematicians W. Fleming [7], A. Friedman [8], A.A. Chikrii [6],
A.A. Azamov [2]. These authors settled their own approach to the subject. Its further
development was achieved by many specialists [5-9-10 and others].
At the present time, there are more than a hundred monographs on the theory.
Nevertheless, completely solved samples of Differential Games are quite few. This work is
devoted to the evasion problems for the first order differential game and introduce several
basic notions as constraints of geometrical and Gronwall type for controls of the players.
II. Formulation of the problem
Let in the space
(the evader). Suppose
and ,
(
equations

the controlled object
and

(the pursuer), chases another object

are the locations of the pursuer and the evader respectively,

) are their initial locations. The motions of the objects are described by
P:
4
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E:
where

.
Here

is the velocity vector of the pursuer and the temporal variation of

be a measurable function
functions

. We denote by

must

the set of all measurable

such that satisfies the geometrical constraint [3-4] (briefly,
for almost every

-constraint)

,

(3)

where
is a positive parametric number which means the maximal velocity of the
pursuer .
Similarly,
is is the velocity vector of the evader and the temporal variation of
must be a measurable function
measurable functions
constraint)

. We denote by

the set of all

such that satisfies Gronwall type constraint [1] (briefly,
for almost every

(4)

where

is a positive parametric number and
is a non-negative parametric number.
By virtue of the equations (1) each pair of
and
generates the
trajectories of motion

and

of the players

and

The evader

on interval
strives to avoid an encounter, i.e., to achieve the inequality
for all

and the goal of the pursuer

(5)

is capture, i.e., fulfillment of the equality

Definition. In the differential game (1)-(4), we call a strategy of the evader the
following function [2]:
(6)
where
Lemma (of the Gronwall). If
t

 (t )    2l   ( s) ds,
2

2

2

0

then  (t )   e , where
lt

 (t ), t  0

is a measurable function and

numbers.
5

, l

are non-negative
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Theorem. Let one of the following conditions holds
1.
2.
Then in the differential game (1)-(4), the evasion problem is solved by the strategy of the
evader (6) and a change function of the distance between the objects will be in the
following form:

Proof. Assume that the pursuer chooses any control function u () UG and the evader
choose the control function (6). Then according to equations (1)-(2) we have equations of
motions

We denote their distinction function as follows

z(t )  x(t )  y(t ) .
According to (7) and (8) we get the function
t

z  t   z0    u ( )  v* ( )  d
where z0  x0  y0 .

0

Evaluate the absolute value of this function from low

.
6
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We consider as a parametric function the right side of the latest inequality:

Now equalize function (9) to zero

We introduce some simplifications, i.e.,

. Therefore, equation (10)

becomes in the form

1. Let be

Then equation (11) will be

Now regard above equation as a parametric function
Because of considering evasion differential game on interval

of , a value of

function (13) at
is
. Take the derivative of function (13) and find intervals
of increase and decrease of that function
.
Thus function (13) is decreasing on

and increasing on

then equation (12) doesn’t have a positive solution when

From this
If

or

at

.

Then we get the following parametric function from

Now we will do operations as above, i.e.,
Obviously, from the above simplifications
2.1.
increasing on

that is,

.

then function (13) is positive for all

2. Let be
equation (11)

. So if

Function (14) is decreasing on
.

2.2. A value of function (14) at
.

7
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2.3. There doesn’t exist a positive solution in equation (11) if
or

.

In conclusion, the relation (5) is true in all values of interval t  0 according to the
inequality z (t )  f t , , , l , z0 and properties of (9), i.e., the evasion problem is





solved, which completes the proof of the Theorem.
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